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BUILDING MATERIALS VERSUS ENERGY 

by Prof.ir P.C.Kreijger, ~~~~~~1 ~ 
Professor at the University of Technology-Eindhn· aOUWKUN~ 
Dep, of Arch., group Science of Mate.rials. 0 

Intràduction: 

As a first approach to an analysis for the consu\D-ption of energy 1n 
buildings, the following scheme (fig.!) may serve: 

energy for 
materials --~--~-.~ 

energy for the 

energy for the 
demolition of buildings 

erection of -------1~ 
buildings 

energ~or the 
of buildings 

necess
--~----------~--------~~----~~~~buil-

dings 
~----r---- electricity 

fig.! -Principle of analysis for 
the consumption of energy 
in buildings. 

Each of the arrows 1, 2, and 3 can oe subdevided into several others 
by means of which the total problem can be overlooked in the qualita-. 
tive sense,:In· this introduetion the main attention will be paid to 
a.rrow I. 
One has to realize, of c~urse, the interaction between analysis of 
energy and economy. [!]~ 
An economie model for the conversion of materials is given in fig.2 [2] 
From this model it can be concluded that a balance-sheet of materials 
in fact has to take into account more than the subject of this workshop 
of energy is. 
The principle of fig.! really is a partly extract of a material-balance 
in the form of fig.3 [2] in which energy, water and pollution have to 
be dealed with. 

~ The figures between brackets [--] refer to the list of literature 
at the end of this paper. 
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Nevertheless the principle of fig. I will be föllowed 1.n this paper. 

1. Economical importance of building materials. 

The gross revenue of works [3] completed in the Netherlands by the 
15,774 cogtracting firms (302,000 persons) amounted in 1971 to 
18,595.10 guilders (exclusive of salestax TVA) of which regarded: 

residential buildings 37% (from which for mat.33%totally 12% 
non residential buildings 25% ( " " " " 32% " 8% 
rebuilding 4%]( " " " " 32% " 3. 5% 
repairs and maintenance 7% 
raad building 1 I% ( " " " " 29% " 3% 
ether civil engineering works 7% ( " " " " 30% " 2% 
dredging, pipelines and 9% ( " " " " 8% " 0,7% 
:~:~î~:~In~orks, pilingj -------------------------------------

Expenditure: 5,144.1d' guilders (28%) went to wages, salaries, com
pulsatory social charges and pension premiums; 

5,281.106 guilders (28% to materials (this figure does not 
cover materials supplied by principals); 

4,316.106 guilders (23%) to sub-contractors 
and 3,853. 106 guilders (20%) accounted for depreciation other 

costs and profit. 

While for the production of buildings in 1971 1400 guilders per 
(dutch)inhabitant has been spent, the value of the materials necessa
ry for these buildings was 400 guilders per (dutch) persen. 
It may be reminded that building expenses in the Common Market and 
in W. Europe are about 60% of the gross national product (GDFCF), for 
residential construction alone about 20-25%) and consequently 
building products .look· for about 16,5% of the gross national product. 
It may be aided that in the Netherlands about 12% of the accupation
al population works in the building industry and about 2-3% in sup
plying industries. 
The economical importance of building materials is characterized by 
these figures. 

2. Production and consumption of building materials and its relation
ship to energy. 

- An input-output analysis of an interim natur.e for the accurnulated 
energy consumption per industrial sector for 1972 has been given in 

( 4] from which follows for the construction industry: 
2 d1.rect energy consumption 2.43 x 106J/guilder (5.8.10 Kcal/g) 

accumulated energy consumption 6.69 x 106J/guilder(16.1Q-2 Kcal/g) 
The direct energy consumption was determined by discovering how 
much coal, gas, electricity and fluid fuel the sector has ·>consumecf. 
The .production of the sector cancerned, however, could not achieve 
its output without the input of more energy for the goods, services 
and capital goods it requires. 
The sum of these two components is referred to as the accumulated 
energy consumption. 
The share of the accumulated energy casts in total production casts 
was about 3% which figure can be used to deduce the ultimate effect 
of original fuel price rises on delivery prices. Much more sensi
tive to the increase of fuel prices are the energy industry 
(electricity, coalmining), roetal industry, chemical industry, and 
transportation (especially aviation and shipping).All ether sectors 
showed an accumulated cast share of between 2 and 5%. 
From A.l it can be calculated by using these figures that the 
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building industry ~n the Netherlands used totally about 124.1o 15J 
(~ 3.1oi3Kcal)from which the building materials neededabout 35.1o 15J 
( 0.8 x 1o13Kcal). 

- A more direct calculation [5] of primary energy consumption in the 
Netherlands showed a total use of 2281. 1015J j~ 50.1ol3Kcal) in 1972 
from which was used for building materials [6 50.I0 15J (~1,2 x J013Kcal) 
or about 2% and which amount was about 6% of all the industrial sectors 
together (795.10 15J ~ 19.J03Kcal) 

- Also lit [7] gives figures about the consumption of products and ener~y 
in the Netherlands. The energy consumption was found to be: 

1971 1972 1973 

10 13Kcal J0 13Kcal 10 13Kcal 

for energy industry 11.5 12.5 12.6 

other industry 16.1 19.2 21.5 

transport 5.7 6.0 6.4 

rest . 17.3 21.2 21.8 
+ 

Totally 50.6 58.9 62.3 

from which amount of energy the building industry used: 

as gas 

as electricity 

Totally 

+ 

0.7 

0.079 

0.78 

0.9 

0.081 

0.98 

1.0 

0.0875 

1.09 

- Looking somewhat closer to the building industry one can sample the 
production and/or consumption of building materials from statistical 

compendiums on one hand and ~ultiply these amounts with the calculated 
amount of energy per ton or m3 material. 
From lit [7 - 14] table 1 was derived which shows that not all wanted 
figures could be found (part ly by 1ack of time)). Nevertheless i t gi ves 
a fairly good idea about the order of greatness of the production and 
consumption of building materials. 
The consumption in 1972 in the Netherlands [15] of building materials 
for only houses has been brought together in tab le 2. 

- The energy contents of building materials were calculated, following 
the chain: raw material ___, material----. product -+structure, and 
quantifying the energy aspects in each phase of the processes. 
Generally speaking [2] the partition is:mining of raw materials 16% 

+) 

+) mainly food~ 3. 1.109 J or 

manufacture of industrial 
raw materials 

manufacture of products 
transport of product and 

.people 
human energy consumption 
heating 
world energy consumption 

20 100% ~ l.S. 10 J 
1000 Kwh/person per year. 

8% 
16% 

20% 
JO% 
30% 

100% 

, . I. s 
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Table 3 gives more specific data for the various materials according 
to various sources, with the help of which the energy content of 
buildings can be calculated. 
ForSweden this was done in lit [17} with the following results: 

materials necessary 
for flatbuilding 

for office buildings 

for detached houses 

materials necessary 
for installations 

(water,gas) 

for installations 
(electric) 

3 
Kwh/m = 

160 

·200 

63 

13.5 

10.3 

MJ/m3 = 

580 

720 

23 

48.7 

37. 1 

Kcal/m 3 

138.103 

173.103 

54.103 

3 11.6.10 

3 8.9. 10 

building vol. 

Transport of bricks (I00-150km)=10% of energy content of bricks 
(100Kwh/ton material). 
Transport of reinforcement (300 km) = 2% of energy content of reinforce
ment ( 200 Kwh/ton material). 

Energy necessary for the building processof t~e __ total buil_di·J.g volume ~n 
Sweden was calculated to be about 7500.10° K~.;h or 3,5% of tP.e total 
energy consumption in Swedish industries (1.5% of the national energy 
consumption). · 
Assuming a depreciation period for buildingsof 40 years., the Swedish 
author's [17] conclusion is that energy consumption for Swedish build
ings can be analysed to be 

materials 
transport 
building proces~ 
heating of buildings 

Total 

3.8% 
0.2% 
2.5% 

93.5% 

. 1 oo :-~o% 

This means that the energy content of ready new buildings is about 
double of the energy content of the building materials. 
From this analysis it fellows already that insulation is a first 
methad to decrease energy consumption. It was fe calculated [17] that 
increasing a rockwoel insulation from 10 to 11 cm (14.4 MJ/kg) saves 
28.8 MJ/kg rockwool. 

3.Effect of amount and type of materials ~n structures on the consump
t~on of energy. 

The main structural materials are concrete, steel and brickwork. 
For a column of I m height and ab le to bear a load of I 000 ton, the 
three materials get different dimensions. Consequently the energy 
content is influenced by the type of material as well as the dimen
sions: In this example V 7] the re sult is : 

steel 13500 MJ 3220.103 Kcal 1 

briekwark 8700 MJ 2080.103 Kcal 
concrete 2150 MJ 514.103 Kcal 

.. / .6 
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Also beams can be compared in this way. For a live laad of 2 t/m' 
beam(including the self weipht) the energy contest of concrete and 
steelbeams was calculated Ll~ as a function of the span of the 
beams. Fig.4 gives the results, from which it fellows that also in 
the case of bending, use of concrete leads to lessest energy 
consumption. Moreover, the higher the quality of the concrete, the 
less energy is consumed. 
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Finally in fig.5 is g1ven the part of energy due to the self-weight 
of beams made of concrete (2 qualities) and of steel for two types 
of toading as a function of the span • 
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It is however evident that wood 1s the best .structural building material 
regarding the energy content. 

4.Effect of manufacturing processes on the consumption of energy. 

Two examples about the effect of the process of manufacture will be 
given here: 

- In the manufacture of cement there can be used the \vet process or the 
dry process: 
In the wet process the raw materials are milled 1n the right ratio 
after adding water, and continuously mixed in a basin, after which 
the slurry is baked in the furnace. 
In the dry process the raw materials are broken.dried, milled, mixed 
by means of compressed air and finally baked in the furnace. 
The wet process consumes considerally more energy than the dry process 
namely about 45% [18] 

•• /.8 
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- Regarding the firing process of clay bricks, several types of furnaces 
are used which differ in consumption of ener$Y· The effect on the 
energy content of bricks is given in table 4 l 9] 

Table 4 - effect of type of furnace on energy content of bricks 

firing process urnaceloading type of furnac ene~gy cons.of 
bricks 

MJ/ton 3 IO.Kcal/to 

permanent place permanent place clamp 7700-8000 1840-1910 
permanent place mov1.ng tunnel furn, 4000-4300 960-1030 
moving permanent place ringtype furn. 3800-4000 910- 960 
moving permanent place chamber furn, 4700-5100 1120-1220 

For these two examples it seems to be worthwhile to consider the manu
factoring processes into detail if saving of energy is a target. 
From the foregoing the importance can be concluded of making flow
diagrams of the processes of manufacturing products, indicating for 
each step the appearing flow of material energy, water, waste and re-

_ ____ _____ eyçling (fig. 6) 

M,. flow o1 )\'\.,tcl-i.4l 

'R .. f16w 6f 1-~<'j c.lin~ 

A ~ f [ o ~y oj W<t ~ie J {>G ll"'-tC:.e" 

A~ 

11 I 

E J 1: J E = {I o w of e 111 et-~ 'j 

'vJ',W,. flow of wcd:e.t-

'Ft:~ 6- ~\ow.cJ.C:a.~~4""" fol- nt4.tc~~~L.s" Cl'lct:-'3'1,. 

WtUCr 1 W4.fir ~4 1-f"c'jdLt'l~. 

Raw materials (MI) are mined from the environment for which energy El 
and water W] are necessary and waste and pollution (AJ) arise Trans
forming raw materials to materials leads to indices 2, while for the 
transformation of materials to products indices 3 is used. 
Recycling can be applicated between industries (RJ), but also between 
consument and indus~ry (R2,R3) wit9 consequently energy- and water 
consumptions (E~, E2 , E1, \.Jj, W~,w3 ) 

. - I o 
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Energy necessary to decrease the loading of the environment is 
given as E11, 
This flow diagram was followed to calculate the effects mentioned 
in the foregoing examples. [ J 
From such flow-diagram it will be p~ssible 4,p 37 

- to cut losses within and around processes monitoring energy con
suroption more closely, possibly backed up by automated process 

. 'control 
- to use heat more intensively by means of increased heat exchange. 
- to use heat more efficiently in cambustion processes, greater 

furnace :effieiency 
- to use substitute processes which require less energy 
- to switch in some cases from electricity to natural gas or oil as 

a heat souree 
- to farm larger production complexes, which generally enhance the 

prefitability of investment aimed at reducing eperating casts and 
enable the various processes to he geared to each ether more effi
ciently 

- to make waste heat available for heating houses and buildings 
- to use larger scale combination of heat and electricity production 

5. Camparisen of energy needed for building, exploitation of buildings 
and demolition of buildings. 

From A-2 we can resume: 6 dutch energy consumption for building~ 6.69 x JO J/guilder and 15 consequently for the building volume in 1971 was heeded 124 x JO J . 
as a total while the part of_building materials hElrein was 35,J015J 
In --this conneëtion it can he -satd that Chapman [20) ;entions 
for nuclear reactors 28 Kwh per invested dollar (40. J06J/guilder) for 
building and services and 33 Kwh (47.J06J/gnilder for insta11ations 

t
A more direct calculation showed for 1972 ' 

a total dutch energy consumption of 2281 .J015J, from ,.,1:!.-~ch the 
building materials had an energy content of 50.t015J, 

According to the Swedish literature mentioned in A-2 the same amount 
is about necessary for transport of materials and for erecting the 
buildings, so totally in 1972 there was necessary for new buildings 
about 86. I0 15J. r ~ 
Energy consumption for residential use was estimated in 1972 r,p87J: 

for heating 380. JO 
15 ] 

for cooking and hot water supply 94.10~; totally 510.I0 15J. 
and for electricity 36.10 

Assuming a constant building volume/year as a first approximation, 
the (partly) scheme for buildings mentioned on page I of the intro
duetion can be given now (fig.7) 

.. I 10 
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d.c ~o I \..t t:o n. 

Regarding demolition, no data could he found during the little time 
that was allowed for the writing of this paper. Lit [19] gives some \ 
data but oiüy regarding the casts of demolition and recycling, and 
about the life-time of the various parts of buildings (fig.8) 
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Also Battelle Memorial Institute gives some data (table 5) 

(Final Report National Commission Materials Policy, June 1973) 

table 5. Life expectancy and recoverability of various products 
according to Bateèlle Hemorial Institute 

potentially 
recoverable 

(%) 

average life 
cycle 
(years) 

buildings and structures 
construction machinery 
cars and tracks_-
RR equipment 
ships, docks etc. 
aircraft 
oil and gas equipment 
mine, quarry, lumbering 
agricultural equipment 
industrial machinery, equipment, tools 
electrical machinery, equipment 
other dornestic and commercial equipment 
large containeJ;s 
military equj.:proent 
foundry equipment 
cans and closures 

86 
87 
99 
86 

100 
100 
100 
90 
99 
94 
75 
57 
13 
36 

100 
50 

30-150 
20 

9 
16 
33 
15 
11 
16 
15 
16 
18 
12 

. 14 
20 
JO 
1-2 

Regarding the pro's and cont's of life~time, one can refer to lit [21]. 
The mentioned data about life-time are important for a better calculation 
of fig.? since there was assumed a constant building volume (with roat
ched constant energy consuroption), without calculation for deprecisa
tions of new and existing buildings and its furnishing and equipment. 

B. Measures for saving en~rgy related to building construction x) 

In principle one could refer to lit [4] in which a lot of measures are 
discussed and proposed. For residential and other buildings it mention
ed: - savings in heating, savings through improverneut of gas and elec-

trical appliances, savings obtained by a more systematic approach 
to energy-consuroing functions in non-residential buildings, and 
non-traditional roethods for heating (use of solar energy) 

From part A other possibilities follow: 
- setting up of energy flow diagramsfor manufacturing processes of 

building materials, leading to the possibilities mentioned under 
A 4. 

- calculating buildings not only on basis of minimum use of build
ing materials but also on basis of minimum use of energy, as 
mentioned under A 3.(relating energy contents to wished properties) 

In this context a warning must be given that saving of energy (subject 
of this workshop) is not the only target, minimum use of water seems at 
least as important while causing the least amount of pollution (of air, 
water and ground) seems to be target number óne to this author. 
Related to this wider context a number of studies could he started, 
which are mentioned here in short. For more detailed information, see 

li t [16 J . [ J 
:Jto) See a lso lit 26, 16 

.. I I 2 
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a. Restrictions on material usage 

I. Study of weight and price of raw materials required by a country or 
a group of countries(fe Common M~rket)and estimating the political 
geography of the sourees needed to import, if any. (iron, aluminium 
are politically wall spread, wolfram is mainly in Chili, capper for 
60% in CIPEC countries, cabalt in Zaïre, Zamba). 

2. Study of impravement of recirculation of materials (for the whole 
world fe this amounts to 21% for aluminium, 35% for copper, 31% for 
lead, 16% for zinc, 26% for tin) 

3. Development of advanced dredging techniques in neighbourhood of coasts 
for exploiting sea and ocean bottoros (manganese nodules, slimes) 

4. Replacing of materials by others (together with a-1) 
5. Change of basic manufacturing processes (iron, aluminium, titanium, 

paper, food cooking, non-thermal methods for paint/varnish staving) 
6. Careful studies of flow-diagrams (recirculation, use of heat, waste, 

process water, pollotion and energy limitations; flow-cycle economy 
in stead of stock-economy) for processes and for regions, countries 
and combinations of countries indicating how and where energy is 
used in industry-quantity, form, sources, quality of energy required_ 
in order to permit identification of areas \vhere substitution or 
alternative processes will permit efficiency) 

7. Material substitution (low density foamed concrete blocks, replace-
ment of zinc by plastic, use of light fibred reinforeed materials fe 
carbon fibre reinforeed resins insteadof high or low strength stee l , im
proval maintenance and awareness, better lamps for lighting since the 
efficiency to couvert electrical to radiant energy is only 5%, better 
shaping techniques namely no machining but high yield processes nota-
bly casting and plastic forming, favouring processes with the least 
number of intermediate stages like casting, extrusion, powder com
paction, favouring cold or low temperature shaping, recycling scrap 
through shortened routes-direct compaction, recovery of energy lost 
by cooling, research on corrosion fe cathadie protection, inhibition, 
study of life expectancy of materials 

8, Imprave the efficiency of energy couverters (see table 6). 
development of high temperature materials for energy conversion, ref or
ming the cellulose economy [22) , use of wood dor energy (see also b- 2. 

table 6: see page 13 
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taple 6- [j{Lcicvac~ o{ ce .. et-S'j c.o..,vei-'C .. ~ 
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See also: M.Kenvard - The problems of a powerful industry
New Scientist 74-09-19 (table p 717 : potential 
for savings in industrial energy consumption). 
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b. Building technology and design x) 

1:; Permit structures to be relocated or reused, rather then to be demo
lished (bearing parts with fill-units). Develop multiple~ use build
l.ngs. 

2. Look for more human comfort in cities by increasing parks -4.5m2 per 
inhabitant, playgrounds ,-tm2 per inhabitant, sporting places-4m2 per 
inhabitant and combine this with: 
increased usage of wood as structural material(one of the best stress 
hearing materials) with lowest energy content, while trees reduce the 
urban heat island effect and give better sound insulation. 
Also the shape of buildings and the situation influence energy consump
tion. (minimum surface by maximum ground surface, round better then 
square better then rectangular, situation N-S direction, realize that 
a garden-office uses , L 7 times the energyff an analogue chamber
office,). 
Design for conveetien control of outer surf ce by means of honey comb-
like structure and/or plant growth. Ä Q 

() 

3. Increased insulation for sound and heat: new types of high efficient 
insulation materials and application techniques for existing houses, 
efficient methods to seal buildings decreasing air infiltration, 
development of glass types reflecting the invisible part of sun radi
ation and with low emissivity for long wave radiation, development of 
glass coatings (indium- or tinoxide) opaque to low I.R. wavelength, 
development of exterior wall coatings for admitting energy in visible 
region in winter and retaining infra red energy within the house, 
development of materials which would alternate visible and I.R. ener
gy in summer in stead of insulation devices which could mechanically 
be shifted between summer and winter, look for temperature equalization, 
regarding infiltration of air: better fitting doors and windows on 
principles of refrigerator doors, clamped tightly against a mechanical 
elastomeric or magnetic pressure seal, control of outside surface 
convertien by forming a stagnation layer by breaking up the surface 
by honeycomb-like or other structure or by plantgrowth, below ground 
construction or alternative half above or below the ground, high heat 

capacitanceor use of heat or cold storage either by heating or cooling 
water or by change of a substance like eutectic mixtures with circu-
lators or heat pipe system~electric ignition instead of gaspilots for gasburners 

4. Use of light colour finishes, use of better lamps for lighting, deve
lopment of electroluminescence, chemiluminescence and bicluminescence 
~~ , development of central lighting system or integrated lighting 

system consisting fe of a large gas discharge light connected by a 
light -pipe distribution system while a thermal recovery system dis
tributes waste heat to hot water boilers; central refrigeration in 
high rise structures. 

5. Use of wasted heat; total energy systems and integrated urban energy 
supply for cities, dwellings; use of industrial and sewage water for 
its heat content (heat pumps); use of water [27,28,8] direct cambust
ion of solid waste (IOMJ/kg), conversion into ethanol/methanol (1000 
kg solid waste = 150 kg ethanol). · 

6. Investigation of j oining techniques for simple building components. 
7. Inproving human comfort: draught, asymmetrie radiant· fields 

cold and warm floors, temperature gradients, humidification and 
dehumidification, local coo11ng and overheating, comfortstats in 
stead of thermostats (sensors should integrate air temperature, mean 
radiant temperature, air velocity, humidity), new types of better 
insulating clothes, study of psychological properties of materials 
and of windows, exchange of air-ions, selection of materials with 
low generating odours. 

8. In-house treatment of waste (2.5kg per person per day) and water, 

~) see also lit.25 .. / 15 
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separating waste systems for metal and glass, paper, plastic,or-
ganic waste, recycling of industrial materials, for instanee accord
ing to the Final Report NCMP,June 1973 recycling of aluminium saves 
220MJ/kg, of steel 27MJ/kg, of paper 12.6MJ/kg.,and industrial water 
(ozone might replace chlorine as a treatment agent then more efficient 
ozone production method), substitution of materials, processes (see 
also a-7) and farms of energy. 

9. Choice for langer life-times, improved maintenance and repairing prae
tices for instanee by application of anaeroblcplastlcs [24], use of 
foamed materials, search for replacing materials with desired proper
ties but low energy content, gaverurnental influences (taxes, other 
measures, like restrietion of use of materials with high energy content 
or for instanee measures regarding maximum loss of heat like in USA 
where the loss is restricted to 2500 Kcal/h + 60 Kcal/hm2, which for 
a dwelling of 100m2 means a loss of 8500 Kcal:h ~n stead of the usual 
13000-17000Kcal/h. 

10. Reconstruction of old quarters of cities, reuse of rubble, investi
gation of demolishing techniques [29] , built-in-provisions in build

ing materials for easy demolishing, reuse of concrete reinforcement, 
matching the life expectancies of related building components. 

-In the foregoing a great amount of possible types of action for saving 
energy has been brought together. The time available for writing this 
paper was too short to go into more details. 

C. Conclusion 

Under A, data have been gathered regarding the economical importance 
of building materials, the production and consumption of building 
materials and its relationship to energy. From these data the effect 
of type and amount of materials on energy consumption was discussed 
as well as examples were given of the effect of manufacturing processes 
of building materials on the energy consumption. Finally a camparisen 
was made of the energy needed for making buildings :(including the 
material~ energy content, transport öf materials and erection of 
buildings) and the energy needed for exploitation of buildings (heating, 
cooking, electricity). No data could be found during the short time 
available for this paper regarding the energy needed for demolishing 
of buildings. It was however found out that each year approximately 
3.8% of the national energy consumed in the Nether l ands is needed for 
the building itself while 22.3% is needed for the exploitation (heating 
etc.). 
From these figures it fellows that projects based on decreasing the 
energy for the exploitation of buildings (heating, cooking, electricity) 
should have the priority if the target is to save as much energy as 
possible in the shortest time. 
Under B a lot of possibilitie s to save energy are shortly described 
which need further study to classify them in order of pos s ible i mple 
mentation. Regarding the fore going, however, it is evident that saving 
of energy for purposes of heating, cooking and use of electricity is 
ranged very high. 
One of the first measures to study is the prevention of loss of heating 
energy (better insulation of groundfloors, walls and windows and roofs 
and the prevention of air infiltration). 
In lit [ 4 ,30] the measures, the possible studies and the energy savings 
can be read. For the Netherlands it was calculated that by following 
the proposals of [4,30] for better insulation only, in 1985 a saving of 
5.7% of the national consumption of energy can he expected. In this con
nection, detailed supplementary information can be found in l it[31 to 35] 
from which particularly [35] is recommended. · 



Table I - Production and Consumption of building materials. 

------------------------------~------------------~----------~----------~r----------------------------------- ·---------

Building materials Production 1n '73 
1n the Netherlands 
106 t/year 

Consumption 1n '73 
in the Netherlands 
106 t/year 

Production 1n 1~72 

' I) 

Belgium 

6 1n JO t/year 

W.Europe World Common 
. Market t----------------------------+------------------t----------------------t---------+-'---.,..--'---+----------t------·----

Sand, gravel 
leightweight aggregates 
portlandcement 
blastfurnice-cement 

cement .totally 
mixed concrete 
prefab concrete elements 

steel reinforcing bars 
prestressed steel 

16,0 
(0. 15) 
I. 75 
2.80 
4.6 

16.3 
1.7 
0.4 
0.03 

21.9 
(0. I 5) 

2.95 
3.05 
6.0 

16.3 
1.7 
0.5 
0.04 

5.0 82 

6.9 134.8 185.4 690 

I ----------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------~-------- --------- ----------- -----------'-'> 
lime 
gypsum 
baked clay bricks 
hollow clay floorblocks 
sand lime bricks 
ceram1c tiles 
concrete tiles 

1 reinforeed concrete 
glass (windows) 

------------------------------
steel 
aluminium 
copper 
zinc 
tin 
lead 

4.05 
o. 16 
3.67 
o. 11 
0.45 

0.09 

3.9 
o. 19 

0.03 
0.001 
0.04 

2.7 
0. 1 

4.52 1.9 
o. 16 
4.0 -

0.42 
---------------------------------

5.5 12.4 
0.06 . 0.002 
0.04 0.33 
0.04 0.2 
0.006 0.001 
0. 05 0. I 

22.0 95.6 
8. I 

23. I 

·- 8.4 -

I. 4 
---------r-----------------------

128. I 
1.2 
0.94 
1.0 
0.01 
0.93 

149.7 
2.2 

1.8 

580 
12.4 
8. I 
5.0 
0 .. 173 
3.9 

~----------------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- --------- --------- -----------------·------
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Continuing Table I - Production and Consumption of building materials. 

Building materials Production in '73 Consumption in '73 Production in 1972 
in

6
the Netherlands in the Netherlands Common 

10 t/year 106 t/year Belg i urn Market 

wood 1.1 2 . I 23. I 
plastics 1.5 0.3 0.47 11.2 
cellulose paint 0.03 
oil paint 0.08 
wall paint 0.06 
other paint 0.01 
rubber (NR, SR) 0.05 

dwellings - 106 *) 0.15*) I. 99 
energy - 1015 kcal 0.626 0.622 

. *) Stock of dwellings in the Netherlands 42xi06 for a population of 13.6xi06 . 

in 10
6 t/year --

W.Europe World 

183 1753 
12.4 34.3 

4 . I 53.0 
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Table 2 - Consumption of building materials ~n residential buildings (dwellings, flats) 
(1972, the Netherlands). 

I 
Consumption Haterials l weight (kg) amount Average consump- Remarks 
amount .10.6 · 103m2 per piece per m2 tion per dwelling 

Roof coverin~s 
baked clay 
roofing tiles 16.5 949 2.6 16.5 1649 
concrete ti les 60.0 6075 4.6 9.7 703 

Floors 
1 wood 2169 
2 reinforeed concrete 5691 2 3 concrete elements 7148 SOm 
4 hollow claybricks 1427 3.8 30 85m2 

concrete 532 
1+2 193 
1+3 262 
1+4 lOl 
rest 30 -----

Total 17553 

Wood 
. 62m2 ~ardings 3 3 5034 -

timber(beams)10 m 184 

Bricks 
clay-bricks 1003 1.8 75 8698 Jfacings,o~ter(cavit 
sandlimebricks 1339 2.2 75 12762 walls,sta~rcases, 

foundations 

y) 
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Continuing Table 2-- Consurnption of building rnaterials ~n residential buildings (dwellings, flats) 
(1972, The Netherlands) 

Materials 

Walls ---
clay -bricks 
sandlirnebricks 
poured concrete 
concrete blocks 
leightweight 
cnncr.blocks 
concr.elernents 

rest 

Consurnption 3 2 
arnount.1o6 10 rn 

1183 
11967 
4394 

770 

1907 
1525 

99 
Total hearing walls 21R45 

purnice blocks 1237 
gypsurn blocks 780 
plasterboards 451 
leightweight 
concr.blocks 262 
gasconcrete 970 
poriso bricks 609 
concr.elernents 306 
sandlinebricks 311 

rest 88 ------Total 5014 

insulating boards 1341 
plaster boards 3013 

internal doors 1. 44 
internal doorframes I. 44 

weight (kg) 
per p~ece 

arnoun2 
per rn 

Average consurnp
tion per dwelling 

2 
36m2 
44rn 

10.6 

Rernarks 

hearing inner walls 

non hearing 
inner walls 

insulation 

(wood 66%,metal 31%) 
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Continuing Table 2 - Consumption of building materials ~n residential buildings (dwellings, flats) 
(1972 Th N h 1 d ) ' e et er an s 

Materials Consumption 
3 2 

weight (kg) amounz Average consump- Remarks 
amount.106Jo m per piece perm tion per dwelling 

Roofsheeting 
wood 1953 

73m
2 

reet,straw,flax 6008 
stoney 2930 

Ceilings. 
insulation boards 1623 l connected plas ter boards 1682 to tirober 
plaster on , floors 

lathing 220 
plaster on 

stoney floor 4836 l connected to gunnite plaster 3151 stoney 
paint on stoney floors 
floor 713 

wood 222 
wood wool slab 85 

rest 63 ------
Total 12595 
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Continuing 
Table 2- Consumption of building materials ~n residential buildings (dwellings, flats) 

( 1972, th~ Netherl ands ). 

Materials Consumption 
3 2 weight (~g) amoun2 Average consump- Remarks 

amount.I06Jo m per piece per m tion per dwelling 

Floor covering('7I) 
linoleum/colavinyl 432 
floor clay tiles I 127 
cement ti les 14 
granito 84 
cement floor layers 10452 

natural stone 102 
parquet 17 
plastic 34 

rest 98 --------
Total Ta tal P2360 9.8m 2 

Plastic 36 kg. 
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Table 3 - Energy content of rnaterials. 

Materials 

sand, gravel 
lightweight aggregates 
lime 
portlandcement 
blastfurnacecement 
gypsum 
water 

Energy content 1n MJ 1
) /Kg according 

to literature 
{16] [2] D 1 (8] (9. 18] 

0.1 0.03 0.03 0.12 
2.5 4 
6.3 

9 8 5.0 6.6 
2.5 

3.6 
0.004 

Probable value for 
1 

Putch circumstances 
MJ/ton MJ/m3 

100 
4000 
6300 
6600 
2500 
3600 

4 

160 
2500 
8200 
8200 
3200 
2900 

4 
---------------------- ---- ---- ------ ------------------ ----------------------------
mixed concrete 
reinforeed concrete~) 
prefab concrete 
elernents*) 
steamed prefab. 
concrete el.*) 
light weight concr. 
light w.*yeinforced 
concrete 
baked clay-brick~ 
sand lirne bricks 
clay bricks masonry 
sand lime-brick 
masonry 
glass 
rockwaal 
asbestcernent 
-----------------------~---

26 

0.7 

1.8 

4.3 

20.5 
14 
51 

0.7 
2.0 

2.2 

3.8 
4.4 
1.5 
7.2 

2.7 
20.4 

0.8 
2.8 

2.0 

2.3 
2.3 

3.8 
4.3 

6.0 

800 
2500 

2000 

2300 
2300 

3800 
4300 
1500 
6000 

2700 
21000 
14000 
5100 

1900 
6000 

4"100 

5500 
4150 

7200 
7700 
2700 

11000 

4900 
56000 

2200 
9000 

--------------~---------- --------~-------------------



Continuing Table 3 - Energy content of materials. 

Materials Energy content in MJl}jKg according Probah ie value for 
to literature Dutch circumstances 
[16] [2] n 7J [8] (9. 18) MJ/ton MJ/m 

j 

steel 25-50 40 38 29.3 30000 236000 

reinforcement 22.8 23000 180000 
prestressed steel 28.3 28000 220000 
aluminium 60-270 241 116 123 110 120000 325000 

capper 25-30 76 28.5 30000 270000 

ZlnC 53 50500 360000 
--------------------------------- ------ ------ ------------ ----------------------------
wood(lumber) 4 0.7 0.02 170 100 
plastic 10 I I 39.5 52.8 40000 40000 
bitumina 23 20000 20000 

co al 29300 
heavy oil 42000 
light oil 44000 
natural gas 35000 

I) -4 IJ= 2.388.10 kcal *). . 1nClUS1Ve 100 kg reinforcement/m 3 concrete 

l kwh electric = 11.4 MJ 

No te: energy consumption in 106 MJ per km2: Netherlands 3.42, Belgium 2.92, UK. 2.66, 
Germany 2.48, Italy 0.65, France 0.42, USA 0.47 
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